NYC Lifestyle
All Things Coffee

For many New Yorkers, coffee
is the steamy motivating force
that wakes us up in the morning,
gets us through the 3PM fog, and
reminds us, “We’ve totally got
this.”
In celebration of the noble
coffee bean, we invite you
to step-up your daily ritual
with the best local roasteries
delivering straight to your door,
an affordable stovetop espresso
maker, and a duo of coffee crumb
cakes for the sweet tooth in all
of us.

Nguyen Coffee Supply

Café Grumpy

Nguyen Coffee Supply is the first womanowned Vietnamese coffee roaster in
Brooklyn and offers a selection of
uniquely robust coffee beans that have
won praises in The Wall Street Journal,
CNN, The New York Times and more.
Customers will receive 10% off their
first three orders and free shipping. Five
percent of all sales go directly to staff
members impacted by the pandemic.

While its retail locations are closed,
Café Grumpy is offering pickup and
delivery of beans from its Brooklyn-based
roastery. The owners work directly with
specialty coffee growers around the
world and offer one of the most diverse
assortments of beans compared to other
independent roasteries around the city.
When pre-ordered, the company will also
grind the coffee to your specifications.

City of Saints Coffee Roasters

Devoción

Beans and brews from City of Saints
Coffee Roasters can be found in multiple
outposts in Brooklyn, Lower Manhattan,
and Hoboken, NJ. While its shops
remain closed, the roasters are offering
deliveries of their signature South
American, African, and Asian-Pacific
blends shipped fresh from the roastery
every Tuesday.

Devoción offers some of the freshest
Colombian coffee in the five boroughs
thanks to its express shipping
arrangements from its facilities in Bogota
to its roastery in Brooklyn. The company
offers a subscription delivery service
where you can pick the beans that best
suit your taste or sign up for a monthly
mystery bag selected by the roaster.
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Bake It: Chef Alex Guarnaschelli’s Favorite
Coffee Cake
Alex Guarnaschelli is many things – Iron
Chef, Restauranteur, Mom and a Food
Network celebrity judge. In a recent article
with People Magazine, she recalls the coffee
cake recipe that inspired her at a very young
age to believe in herself. Who knows, maybe
the recipe will inspire something in you as
well!

Moka: The Everyday Stovetop Espresso
Maker
From Naples to New York City, the Moka is a
coffee-making staple in Italian kitchens. The
stovetop device is a cost-effective alternative
to pricey at-home espresso machines and
produces a similarly portioned, caffeine rich
coffee that is great on its own or in a latte.
Click here for a list of the best Mokas with
price tags as low as $17 – a serious bargain!

Buy It: The Best Coffee Cake in NYC

The Best Decaf Coffee of 2021

Martha’s Country Bakery is one of the
best independent confectioners with five
locations in New York City. The bakery’s
blueberry coffee cake is a great addition
to any cup of coffee - trust us, we’ve tried
it! Click here to pre-order for pick-up and
delivery.

More and more Americans are taking steps
to reduce their caffeine consumption and
exploring the world of decaf coffee. The
Spruce Eats recently published a list of
the nine best decaf coffees of 2021 to help
consumers jumpstart their mornings without
the jitters.

